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COSSU Auction  #159 
More nice items from Djuka! Suggested bids are set at approximately one half of 
the catalog value.  Please post or e-mail bids to the editor before Dec. 15.  As al-
ways, the winning bid will be one increment above the next highest bidder.  Up to 
$25: 50 cents   Up to $50: $1   Up to $100: $2.50   Above $100: $5  Once again, there 
are suggested minimum bids. Bids below that amount will be forwarded to the 
owners for their consideration.  North American bidders please add $3 for ship-
ping. European bidders should add $10 for shipping. Inquire please if you need/
want registered mail.   
#1: YUGOSLAVIA 1950. 9th Chess Olympiad. Complete set MNH. MB $28 
#2: YUGOSLAVIA 1950. 9th Chess Olympiad. Complete set of 5 stamps on maxi cards with 
BLACK special chess postmark of First day (20.08.1950). MB $68 
#3: ICELAND a numbered FDC for the Match for the World chess champion with postmark of 
August 3rd 1972. Gone through post with air mail sticker. MB $12 
#4: ICELAND 1972. 3 FDC/s for the Match for the World chess champion with different dates 
of postmark: July 11th August 1st and August 22nd, 1972. MB: You can buy each at $ 4.00 or all 
3 together for MB $10 
#5: ICELAND Two strikes of chess postmark on a special cover, for the 7th Intern. Chess tour-
nament, Checkmate 542, TWO chess stamps, with address. Winners: F. Olafsson and J. Tim-
man, MB $4 
 #6: Second Women Chess Olympiad in Split 1963. Machine slogan postmark LJUBLJANA on a 
picture postcard. Gone through post. With a very nice complete strike of postmark. Check-
mate No 106 A. MB 35 
#7: Second Women   Chess Olympiad in Split 1963. Machine slogan postmark SARAJEVO on a 
postcard. Gone through post. Checkmate No 106 B. MB $19 
#8: Second  Women  Chess Olympiad in Split 1963. Machine slogan postmark SPLIT on a 
picture postcard, gone through post. Checkmate No 106 C. MB $29 
#9: VINKOVCI chess postmark of 7th September 1968. Checkmate No 220, on an addressed 
envelope. Bobby Fischer won it! MB $6 
#10: MEDULIN Chess Olympiad for blind. Postmark of April 6th 1972. Checkmate352A but 
VIOLET (rare), on an addressed envelope. MB $9 
#11: SARAJEVO 13th Chess championship of Yugoslavia postmark of 23rd January 1958. 
Checkmate No 58 on a cover gone by air mail post, with two nice strikes of postmark. One 
strike over the blue air mail sticker. MB $12 
#12: CUBA 17th Chess Olympiad 1966. 3 FDCs with complete set of 6 stamps plus one souve-
nir sheet! All with special Olympiad chess postmarks. Of October 18th 1966. Checkmate No 
158 A+ B+ C. All three FDC-s MB $9 
#13: CUBA 17th Chess Olympiad 1966. Chess postmark of Nov.19th 1966, for Gigantic simulta-
neous game, with 6.500 games played, Checkmate 158G, with blind print of emblem of Olym-
piad and text in black on thicker paper. MB $5 
#14: Emanuel LASKER MC. Checkmate No 213 A+B. Berlin chess postmark of July 17th 1968. 
On card are Lasker photo and facsimile of his autograph. MB $4 
#15: 29TH CHESS OLYMPIAD in Novi Sad 1990. Complete of 4 special chess cards, each with 
one chess problem. Each of these problems got the golden medal! All 4 cards are gone 
through post by REGISTERED mail, with R stickers and round postmark over each. On each 
card (except yellow one) are BOTH HAND AND MACHINE CANCELS (Very rare). Dates are: 
November 9th, 18th, 27th and 30th. On each card is one chess stamp plus one small blue chess 
stamp that was issued for colleting the money for Olympiad organization. plus regular post-
age stamps! MB for all 4 cards $18 
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Since then he studied many additional copies, and now he is in a position 
to supply more accurate and updated information. Still, there are some 
unanswered questions, and so we ask for your help. We are certain that 
many of you have this sheet in your albums. If you do, could you be so kind 
as to send us high resolution scans of the copies in your possession? 
Please send the scans to me at lubianiker@gmail.com.  
I’m using this opportunity to remind you that we are also looking for in-
formation regarding the 1950 chess stamps of Yugoslavia. Since we have 
published this request in the previous CR we received very little input. 
This is rather disappointing, but the good news is it’s not too late! So, 
please help us with both of these studies.  

COSSU Classified Ads 
SELLING: Early chess covers, Artist Proofs, trial colors, imperf pairs and blocks, 
full sheets, and many other rare items including a San Marino invert.   Jon Ed-
wards,   jedwards.chess@gmail.com 
SELLING: Chess stamps, imperfs, sheets, MNH, also inexpensive used chess 
stamps, postmarks, autographs, badges-pins, coins, medals, stickers, photographs, 
at favorable prices: dragoslavdj@sbb.rs Dr. D Djukanovic, Makenzijeva 32, 11000 
Belgrade, Serbia 
WANTED: Full sheets of chess stamps including selvage. Perforated, Imperforated, 
CTO. I also have sheets to trade.  F.B. Redway, 6922 N.W. Daffodil Lane, Port St. 
Lucie, FL 34983 
WANTED: Covers with Iceland #442 (1972 World Chess Championship Match in 
Reykjavik) mainly those having as postal cancel the following dates: 18-VII-1972; 
11-VIII-1972; 25-VIII-1972. gaetan.lapierre@hotmail.com 
SELLING: Full sheets of all Bulgarian Chess stamps. vgechev@abv.bg  
SELLING: Modern Rarity! Limited edition covers with 2012 US chess postmark 
from Washington International. Each has postmark, cachet, attractive zazzle chess 
stamp, numbered, unaddressed. Allan Savage,  allansav@aol.com 
SEEKING: Peter Kruchem (p.kruchem@gmx.de) asks if anyone might trade an 
autograph of Ragozin.  In exchange, he offers an autograph of Purdy or another 
World Correspondence champion. 
WANTED TO BUY: Inexpensive stamps with chess theme to offer as prizes in 
scholastic tournaments. Please send proposals to Barry Keith at keith-
fam@embarqmail.com 
FOR SALE: Hungary 1950 Candidates set $15. Frantisek Wirkner, Dlouha 997/1, 
431 51 Klasterec nad Ohri, Czech Republic  wirkner@seznam.cz 
SOON for Auction: On the Back cover, part of Lance Perlman’s collection. 
SCANS requested of Cuba postmarks from 1966, Checkmate #140 and #158D 
rhan611517@aol.com 
SELLING: The rare, official Israel chess stamps of Telabul 2004 geller1@gmail.com 
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In 1956 Poland issued 2 chess stamps, to commemorate the 1st chess 
World Championship for the deaf and dumb. According to the checkmate 
catalogue the hands in the 40 Gr stamp spell “Start of the game”, whereas 
in the 60 Gr stamp they spell “end of the game”. This always looked rather 
strange to me: Why should there be a sign for the start of the game? And 
how can there be a sign for the end of the game, considering the game can 
end in several different ways? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To make things worse, different sources provide alternative versions. Ac-
cording to the Stanley Gibbons “Collect Chess on Stamps” catalogue, the 
hands merely spell “chess”. Years ago I found a source saying that the 
hands spell “check” and “mate”. If this were the case, then I could be using 
these stamps in my exhibition when discussing a check or mate positions.  
So, over the last few years I’ve tried to find which is the correct version. I 
soon found out that sign language varies with country, so I had to contact 
someone in Poland. During the stamp exhibition in Essen I met a Polish 
gentleman – Ryszard Prange – who collects and exhibits wine (on stamps, 
not actual bottles). Mr. Prange was kind enough to help me, and he con-
tacted two Polish sign languages interpreters on my behalf. Both claimed 
that the hands simply spell “chess”, just as printed in Stanley Gibbons. End 
of mystery! 

A call for help! 
Professor Dragoslav Djukanovic (AKA Djuka) and I have started a study of 
the 2001 Yugoslavia sheet of women chess World Champions. Some of 
these sheets contain a printing error, which Djuka had reported back in 
2001 (Chesstamp Review #103). The error appears in the top left stamp of 
the sheet, which is dedicated to Vera Menchik. The left hand side of the 
stamp contains the years in which she was the World Champion – from 
1927 until her death in 1944. In some sheets the “9” in 1944 is very weak. 
The question is, how many sheets exist with this error. The sheets are 
numbered, from 00001 to 40000. Back in 2001 Djuka gave an estimation 
as to which sheets contain the error.  
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# 16: 29TH CHESS OLYMPIAD in Novi Sad 1990. Cplet of 4 maximum chess cards. On these 
cards is COMPLETE set of 4 chess stamps PERFORATED, canceled with First day of issue  
machine postmark from Belgrade of October 18th 1990. MB $4 
# 17: 29TH CHESS OLYMPIAD in Novi Sad 1990. Complete of 8 maximum cards. On these 
cards are: one COMPLETE set of 4 chess stamps PERFORATED, and also one set IMPERFO-
RATED!!!!!! All canceled with First day machine postmark from Belgrade of October 18th 
1990. Complete of 8 maximum cards with two sets of stamps. MB $9 
#18: OLYMPIAD, Dubrovnik 1950, complete 5 PLAIN special cards. RARE!  MB $35 
#19: HUNGARY Complete of 7 MAXIMUM CARD for CHESS OLYMPIAD in France, with COM-
PLETE SET stamps and chess pmks Budapest of June 18th 1974.  MB $19 
#20: Complete of 12 special chess cards in color issued in USSR in 1982 in special  pictur-
esque  paper folder, titled: “SOVIET SPORTSMEN –CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD – CHESS-
PLAYERS” It includes : M. Botvinik, V. Smyslov, M. Tal, T. Petrossian, B. Spassky, A. Karpov; 
women: Ely . Rudenko, E. Bykova, O. Rubcova, N.Gaprindashvili, M. Chibourdanidze and: 
“Championships of USSR”. On the back of each card are a CV and one of the most important 
games of that champion. All 12 card in a paper folder MB $36 
#21: Complete set of 19 chess cards in color issue to honor THE CHESS OLYMPIAD IN DRES-
DEN – GERMANY 2008.  Each card snows one of the important chess players, as follows: 
Fischer, Spassky, Tal, Capablanca, Kasparov, Botvinik, Anand, Smyslov, Ponomariov, Lasker, 
Karpov, Khalifman, Kramnik, Petrossian, Topalov, Alekhine, Kazimdzanov, Iliumzhinov  and 
Ljubojevic.  Author: Popa. All in excellent condition.  MB $19 
#22: CHESS OLYMPIAD IN ISRAEL 1964. Three complete sets with tabs from the bottom of 
the sheet with white margins MNH. MB $9 
#23: Hungary CHESS STAMPS showing   winners cup they won at CHESS OLYMPIAD IN AR-
GENTINE 1978. Pair of two IMPERFOIRATED stamp with wide margins from the left upper 
corner of the sheet.  MNH. MB $9 
#24: Autographs of BORIS SPASSKY, world chess champion, and VIKTOR KORTSCHNOY, on a 
special chess cover issued for the FINAL MATCH  FOR WORLD CHESS CHAMPIOSHIP in Bel-
grade, Yugoslavia , with special chess postmark of  December 14th 1978.  MB $18 
#25: Autograph OF 7 PERSONS at a special card issued for THE FINAL MATCH for world 
chess champion, BETWEEN ALISA MARIC (Yu) and XIE YUN (China), in Belgrade on February 
1st 1991 with special postmark on that occasion.  Autographs: XIE YUN, latter world chess 
champion, ALISA MARIC, one of the best Yugoslav chess players, BOZIDAR KAZIC, famous 
arbiter ( he was arbitrary 1970 at the Match World –USSR and so on),  GM ALEKASANDAR 
MATANOVIC, TODOROVIC GORAN coach, S. IVKOVIC, director of the Match  MB. $18 
#26: Autograph OF GARRY KASPAROV, world chess champion on a special card issued  in 
USSR for the Revenge match: Karpov-Kasparov in Moscow and Leningrad  985-86 with im-
printed  chess stamp and with special Leningrad  postmark on September 6th 1986   MB $19 
#27: Autograph OF MIKHAIL BOTVINIK, WORLD CHESS SHAMPION on a special card depict-
ing him and Tigran Petrossian with special chess postmark of July 20th 1994 for then70th 
Anniversary of FIDE (World Chess Federation). Cards are numbered but the this card has No 
000, as it was a proof. It was a limited edition of 100!  MB $28 
#28: Autograph of GARRY KASPAROV, world chess champ on a special envelope from BUL-
GARIA with imprinted stamp 1986. Issued to celebrate Kasparov as champion, after the  
match with Karpov in Leningrad. MB $19 
#29: Autograph of MAIA CHIBURDANIDZE – WOMEN WORLD CHESS CHAMP, on a card with 
her portrait and with Ahmilowska on it. On the back is a special chess postmark on Oct.10th 
1996 to mark the tenth anniversary of the Chess match between these two ladies 96. Maia 
won and remained champ. MB15 
#30: Autograph of MILUNKA LAZAREVIC, one of the best Yugoslav women chess grandmas-
ters. It is on a special card with her portrait and text of achievements, and CHESS postmark of 
December 11th 1991.  MB $10 
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#31: MALI 1977 chess set of 3 left part of the sheet with 10 sets in it and with “tabs” and 
white margins with numeration and dates. MNH. MB $35 
#32: CUBA 17th Chess Olympiad 1966. Chess VIOLET postmark of Nov.16th 1966, for closing 
say and Philatelist exhibition, Checkmate 158H, with golden print of emblem of Olympiad 
and text. MB $6 
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On July 1st Bosnia and Herzegovina issued a stamp to mark the 150th anni-
versary of the publication of Alice in Wonderland. The stamp shows Alice 
on what appears to be an “agricultural” chess board. I have to confess that 
I’m not an expert on Lewis Carroll, but I think the chess game is actually a 
part of “Through the looking Glass, which was published in 1871. How-
ever, we certainly do not complain when new chess stamps are issued! 
The stamp was printed in sheets of 8 with a vignette (which is not related 
to chess) at the center. The FDC also has no chess connection. Credit to 
Solomon Duchovny, who informed me on this new item. 
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 New in Chesstamps 
Joram R. Lubianiker 

On August 6th Bulgaria issued a souvenir sheet to commemorate the cen-
tenary of the birth of Stefan Kanchev (1915 – 2001). Kanchev was a 
graphic designer, and is referred to as “the father of Bulgarian graphic de-
sign”. During his career he created over 800 logos and 700 stamps. His 
works include the first ever chess stamp in 1947 (which may have been 
his first stamp altogether – I haven’t been able to verify that) and the 1962 
chess Olympiad set. 

 
The issued stamp shows Kanchev at work, while the sheet shows some of 
his works. At the bottom left one can see the 1947 chess stamp, with a text 
in Cyrillic which states “The first chess thematic stamp in the world”.  
The sheet was also circulated as imperforated. Somewhat surprisingly, the 
imperforated version is slightly different, and the text accompanying the 
chess stamp is printed also in English, thus giving it a rightly deserved ad-
ditional space. This version also contains a blue bar at the top and bottom 
stating the commemorative nature of the design.  
The sheets were printed in relatively low quantities – 10,500 for the per-
forated version and 3,100 for the imperf one. They are currently sold on 
line for about $10. I would like to thank Velislav Gechev for bringing this 
information to our attention. 
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